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FROM JANUARY 1, 1966 TO APRIL 15, 1966 THE HEADSTART

OPERATIONAL FIELD ANALYSIS IN CLEVELAND, OHIO PERFORMED 5

STUDIES. (1) SAMPLES OF HEADSTART (HS) AND NON-HEADSTART

(NHS) CHILDREN WERE COMPARED AFTER 6 MONTHS OF KINDERGARTEN.

FOUR OBSERVATIONS WERE MADE, USING 2 TEACHER RATINGS AND 2

DESERVER RATINGS. THERE WERE 191 CHILDREN AT THE TIME OF THE

LAST RATING. A REDUCTION IN SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN

THE SAMPLES OCCURRED. (TABLES WITH RESULTS OF THE 4 RATING

PERIODS ARE SHOWN.) (2) THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HS AND NHS

TEACHERS AND CHILDREN'S CONCEPT ATTAINMENT WAS STUDIED. THE

SAMPLES WERE DIVIDED INTO 25 CLASSROOMS, OF WHICH 12 OF THEM

WERE TAUGHT BY A HS TEACHER. THE POSSIBLE VARIABLES INCLUDED

STIMULATION EVENTS, TOOLS OF LEARNING, AND TEACHER

DIFFERENCES. THERE WERE SOME SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES IN FAVOR

OF THE NHS TEACHERS' CLASSROOMS. (3) THE RESULTS OF THE

ANALYSES OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SEX AND CONCEPT

ATTAINMENT INDICATED THAT BOYS ARE MORE EFFECTIVE IN VISUAL

DISCRIMINATION AND THAT GIRLS ARE MORE EFFECTIVE IN HANDLING

PERFORMANCE DEMANDS. (4) EXAMINATION OF THE CONCEPT

ATTAINMENT )F THE TOTAL SAMPLE THROUGH THE 4 PERIODS OF

MEASUREMENT INCLUDES 6 CHARTS REPRESENTING THE STEPS TAKEN BY

THE EXTENSIVE SAMPLE. THE STEPS TAKEN INCLUDED COLOR CONCEPT,

FORM-SPACE CONCEPT USAGE, GROUPING, ORDERING, TIME SEQUENCE,

AND TIME DURATION. (5) FOUR CASE STUDIES, 2 HS AND 2 NHS,

WERE MADE TO PRESENT A CONTRAST OF PATTERNS OF DEVELOPMENT.
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This report will cover the folloaing activities during the period from.

January 1, 1966 to April 15, 1966:

I. Comparison of the Heads tart and Nonfleadstart ,Jamplow

after six months of kindergarten.

II. Relationship between Headatart and NonHea6,;tart teacher

variable and concept attainment.

III. Relationship between sex variable and concept attainment.

IV. A) Examination of Concept Attainment of the total sample

(Heads tare and NonHeadstart) through the four periods

of measurement.

B) intercorrelational matrix.

Some selected case studies discussing the interaction of
concept attainment and interpersonal relations.
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I. Comparison of the Headatart and NonHeadstart samples after six

months of kindergarten.

As has been previously discussed in other progress notes, the

method of determining concept attainment has been to utilize a system

of observation of children within the classroom setting. The ratings

have come from two sources: 1) an interview with the teacher which is

a recording of her observations of the children: and 2) the observer

bases his judgment entirely on the behavior he has seen within the

classroom. In this progress note, we have information about the child-

ren's behavior for the first six months of kindergarten. These are

divided into four observations with a teacher (T) rating being made in

October, 1965 and January, 1966 and an observer (0) rating being made

in the November-December, 1965 period and again in February, 1966.

It is recognized that the bases of the observations and the

orientation to rating may be quite different when T and 0 are

compared. We anticipated that reliability would be increased through

use of manual. The beat source for a reliability check are the January

and February ratings. It must be recognized that a period of approxi-

mately a month passed between these two ratings, and therefore, we would

expect certain changes in the child's behavior.
1

Inter-observer correlations comparing teacher rating (Jan.)

and observer rating (Feb.) yield the following Pearson-product correlations:

Color, .58; Form-Space, .49; Grouping, .56; Ordering, .66; Time

1111110

'The median level of the third and the fourth ratings (Jan. & Feb.)

for the total group remains the same in the color area (level 5); in the

grouping area (level 5); in the ordering area (level 4); and in the time

durational area (level 1). We do find a change in the form-space area

from level 4 in January to level 5 in February and in the time sequence

area from level 2 at January to level 3 at February.
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Hating

Total No.
Total No.

Period:

of HS children
of NHS children

TABLE ON EXTENSIVE SAMPLE at the

100 EATING PERIODS

Total No. of children in HS classes
Total No. of children in NHSt classes

Total Noy of HS children in NHS.. classes
Total No. of NHS children in NHSt classes

Total No. of HS children in Hat classes
Total No. of NHS children in HS

t
classes

Total Male
Total llama's

TOTALS

101

98

106
93

41
52

44
62

120
79

T2 Rating

Total No.
Total No.

Period:

of HS children
of NHS children

Total Noo of children insliSe classes
Total Noo of children inIHS; classes

Total No. of HS children in NHSt classes
Total No. of NHS children in NHSt classes

Total No. of HS children in HS classes
Total No. of NHS children in HSt classes

Total Male
Total kamale

101
98

106
93

52

44
62

120
79

T
3
Rating Period:

Total No. of HS children
Total Noo of NHS children

Total Noo of children in HSt classes
Total Noo of children in NHSt classes

Total No. of HS children in NHS4t classes
Total No. of NHS children in NHSt classes

Total No. of HS children in HSt classes
Total No. of NHS children in HSt classes

Total Male
Total Female

98
95

103
90

38
52

42
61

us
78



T4 Rating

Total Noo
Total No.

Total No.
Total No.

Total No.
Total No.

Total No.
Total No.

Periods

of HS children
of NHS children

of children in HS classes
of children in IIHSt classes

of HS children in NHSA classes
of NhS children in NESt classes

of HS children in HSt classes
of NHS children in HSt classes

Total Kale
Total female

TEALS

97
94

102
89

38
51

61

114
77
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TAbLE I

Summary of comparisons between HS and NHS children at completion
of 2 months of kindergarten.

(T1)

Median Level Modal Level
Emcee 2t HS NHS Combined HS NHS

Color .001 die 5

korm (U 14c 3 4

Grbuping 020 14 14 14

Ordering 001 4c 2 3

Time 001 4° 2 4
Sequence

Time
Duration

7 7

5 3

3 3

4 1

2 2

-2-

Number of children
at midpoint of scale
and beyond'
HS NHS

4499 50/90

0/98 38/90

46/96 35/90

3o/92 13/87

33/97 16/89

18/94 5/85

a
A X2 analysis was used to compare the frequency distributions of level
occurrences

b
The first number is the number of occurrences and the second, the total N
rated on that scale

Indicates that distribution which represented higher scores
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Sequence, .48; Time Duration, .73. The lowest correlations were found

in Form-Space and Time Sequence dimensions which showed the median level

change from January to February.

As was reported in Progress Note II (dated January 1, 1966),

there were clearly significant differences between the level of

functioning of the HS group over the NHS group in most Gf the concept

areas. Table I shows the completed ratings on all of the subjects which

substantiates the previous results based on partial data. The total

data more clearly demonstrates the higher performance of HS youngsters

in that all comparisons except for grouping reached the established

significance level of at least .05.

Table II indicates the differences between the performance

of the Hf and NHS children after approximately four months of kindergarten.

We find significent differences in the color, ordering, time sequence,

and time duration concepts. For example, looking at the median level

of the HS group in the time sequence concept, we find that these children

are able to compare their speed or slowness verbally with other children.

They have the idea of knowing they have finished something or that they

may be doing something faster than someone else. The median level of

the NUS children while not at the level of comparison of the performance

of their activity shows that they can tell a story which involves a

series of events. The implication of such different levels of perfor-

mance would suggest that the HS child is more cognisant of the children

around him. There is the utilization of an external referent suggesting

that they have been able to go more beyoad themselves that the NHS.

The evidence still reflects more overall success for the HS group.



TABLE II

Summary of comparisons betmeen HS and NHS children at completion
of 4 months of kindergarten*

(T2)

Median Level
Croncept jit. HS NHS Combined

Color 0.02 7c 7 7

korn ,50 5 4 4

Grouping *20 5 5 5

Ordering *001 4c 4 4

Time *02 4c 3 4
Sequence

Time
Duration

Modal Level
HS NHS

7/8 7

5 5

3/5 5

4 4

2 2

-4-

Number of children
at midpoint of maid,
and beyondb
HS NHS

79/98 57/83

75/98 57/83

53/97 48/83

39/92 20/8o

44/97 23/84

28/81 16/71

a
A x2 analysis vas used to compare the frequency distributions of level
occurrences

b The first number is the number of occurrences and the seconds the total N

rated on that scale

Indicates that distribution which represented higher scores
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Table II' describes the performance of this group of children

after about five months of kindergarten. We find the HS child tending

to be more effective in all areas; however, there are significant

differences in favor of the HS child in ordering, time sequence, and

time duration. Although there is no significant difference at the

better than the .05 level in the form -apace area, we see that the HS

child shows a modal level indicating his ability to delimit space. He

is able to make drawings that show appropriate proportions and/or draws

borders to delimit the space he wants to use. The modal NHS child is

using whatever available space there may be, and he is making represent-

ations that could be recognized as bodies using mainly stick figures.

This particular difference has been noticed from the third mouth of

kindergarten on, and as the description of the after six months of

kindergarten will indicate, continues even to that point.

As we examine Table IV which reports comparisons between

the HS and NHS children after six months of kindergarten, we find that

there is only a significant difference, i.e., in attainment of the

grouping concept. On no previous occasion did the grouping concept

discriminate the HS from the NHS. The HS performs at the higher level.

We find still that in the form-space and the time sequence area that

the mediah level of the HS child is one higher than the NHS child, but

these distributions do not reach significance. Another interesting

finding is that in the color concept, there is a bimodal distribution

with one group of ES children clustering around the ability to choose

a variety of color for their work and the other group having reached

the ability to choose realistic colors for a drawing. The NHS child

has his modal functioning at choosing a variety of colors.
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TABLE III

Summary of comparisons between HS and NHS children at completion
of 5 months of kindergarten.

(T
3
)

Number of children
at midpoint of scale

Median Level Modal Level and beyondb

Concept .Et. HS NHS Combined HS NHS HS NHS

Color 020 5 5 5 1/8 L/5 02/97 51/90

]arm 010 5 4 h 5 3 69/93 52/88

Sitar,.

Grouping 020 5 5 5 5 5 o4/97 50/92

Ordering 005 4c 2 4 4 4 28/85 15/74

Time 001
3c

2 2 2 2 32/92 11/91

Sequence

Time .02 1
c

1 1 1 1 22/814 11/78
liurAtion

a A x2 analysis was used to compare the frewency distributions of level
occurrences

b The first number is the number of occurrences and the second, the total N

rated on that scale

Indicates that distribution which represented higher scores



TABU, IV

Summary of comparisons between hS and NHS children at completion

of b months of kindergarten°
(T4)

Number of children
at midpoint, of scale

Medium Level Modal Level and beyondb

ponsa pt. HS NHS Combined HS NHS .0 NHS

Color 020 S 5 5 5/8 5 6l/83 0/83

Form 020 5 4 5 5 4/5 (8 /8o 57/83

Space

Lrouping 001 5c
e
.,) 5 6/5 5 66/87 52/88

Ordering 050 4 4 4 4 4 27/74 20/(8

Time 030 3 2 3 2 2 20/89 15/85

Sequence

Time -90 1 1 1 1 1 8/70 8/70

Duration

a
A X2 analysis was used to compare the frequency distributions of level

occurrences

b
The first number is the number of occurrences and the second, the total N

rated on that scale

Indicates that distribution which represented, higher scores
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Why the reduction in significant differences; and, particularly,

,why does the grouping variable reach significance in differentiating

the groups? Stimulation events, particularly brief ones, usually have

not been sustained as has been reported in follow-up studies. However,

we are still recognising some differences, especially the significant

one in grouping. Are there any explanations for this result? Bruner

speaks of the tools of learning. Let us consider color and form as more

related to the tools of learning for the kindergartener. We might

assume that the HS children were exposed to more and intensive handling

of color and form activity. The dramatic difference at Ti on Color

certainly supports this thesis. Now, all the children have had consid-

erable exposure to such materials within the kindergarten experience.

Thus, we may assume all the children (US & NHS) have achieved a greater

similarity in their effectiveness in the use of the tools (color & form

activity) of education, as we may have measured them. It may be that

the HS child is able to apply same of these tools reflected in the use

of color and form to the behavior which is related to the grouping

concept. They have become adapted to the demands and also the tools

of school. Now they continue to show their more effective use of these

tools. For example, there is a very good representative group of the

HS children who are able to differentiate groppa of objects or events
on

by contrasting characteristics. They can group/the basis of boys vs.

giria or right vs. left; whereas the NHS chi* still only able to

group things with an understanding of the object and how it fits into

the setting, i.e., contextual grouping. The modal NHS is able to

place wheels on the car he is drawing or he is able to set dishes on

the table. There is an understanding of the objects that are relevant



to the situation in which he is active.

The study of other variables offers some refinements to

these reflections.

II. Relationship between Headstart and NonHeadstart teacher variable

and concept attainment.

We wondered whether children would show different kinds of

responses relevant to teacher experience with Headstart. Our samples

divided themselves into 25 classrooms of which 12 were being taught

by a teacher who worked in the Head Start Program and 13 by a teacher

who did not work in such a program. Ws are not examining any of the

factors that may have been relevant in the choosing of the teacher*.

To our knowledge, availability and interest in the Headstart Program

were the major factors.

Table V presents the results of the data ran the extensive

sample. The statistical prwcess is the same one referred to previously,

i.e. are the distributions on the various concept scales significaltly

different from one another as calculated under a chi square measuring

distribution differences. During T1 (the teacher ratings in Oct.),

there is a significant difference in just one concept area, i.e.,

color. Whether HS or NHS, the children in the NHS teachers' classes

were doing significantly better in the color concept attainment than

the children in the HS teachers' classes.

During T2 (Nov.-Dec. observer rating), there were significant

differences in the concept areas of color and ordering. Again the



TADLE V

Summary of comparisons between :JS and NHS teacher during

the first o months of kindarorten (combined sample}0

Modal Levels

.11k,

7C

5
3/5
4
2

1

tdolor 002 7

lorm-Space .20 2/3

Grouping 030 3

Ordering 05o 1

Time Sequence .20 2

Time Duration .10 1

Color

C.roupimg

Ordering
Time Sequence
Time Duration

Color
orm-Space

C roupiag

Ordering
Time Sequence
Time Duration

color
g lorm-Spaae
g Grouping

Ordering
sous, Time Sequence
1.;!' Time Duration

070 5 5
070 4 2

001 4 4°

70 2 2

020 1 1

002 4
7o o
050 5

001 4 4c

o 2 2

20 1 I

4/7e

080
NS
001

001
080
80

5 5

5 let/5

7
2 2

1 1

-10-

Number of children at midpoint
of scale and toondb

b3/90 71/98

42/90 58/97
31/89 50/96
25/85 18/93

23/90 26/95

7/83 16/95

68/91 Sir8P

69/91 68/69
32/91 34/8S
23/82 37/89
30/92 37/88
200 25/84

52/54 61/92

01/93 60/87

50/95 57/93
22/74 21/84

21/92 22/90

14/74 19/77

67/87 57/78
61/82 04/86
o2/96 56/86

21/67 26/74

25/89 16/84

8/96 9/103

A X2 analysis was used to co.npare the frequency distributions of levelaA

occurrences

The first number is the number of occurrences and the seconds the total N

rated on that scale

Indicates that distribution which represented higher scores



chtldren who were in the NUB teachers' classes were performing at a

higher level.

At T3 (Jan. teacher rating), there was a significant difference

in the ordering concept. This again was in the NHS teacher classrooms.

At T4 (Feb. observer rating), there are again two significant

differences, viz., one in ordering and one in grouping. In the grouping

variable, we have the first instance where the higher attainment of the

group was in the HS teachers' classrooms. The ordering again was seen

as higher in the NHS teacher3' classes.

Why are there any significant differences related to this

teacher variable? Why when there are these significant differences have

they mainly been in the favor of the NMS teachers' classrooms? Our initial

efforts to further understand this was to examine an interaction variable

between teacher and student. The question was: How do the HS children

who have the two kinds of teachers compare with one another; and the

counterpart of that is: How do the NHS children compare to each other

when they have different kinds of teachers?

We compared the performance of the HS children in the HS teachers'

classes with the HS children in the NHS teachers' classes. Utilizing

the ame system of analysis, we find that at T1 the HS child does

significantly better with the NUB teacher in the color concept. At T2

there are no significant differences between the HS children with Head-

start teachers and those HS with NHS teachers. At T 0,1^ US child wasitr .3 the

doing better with the NHS teacher in both color and grouping. And

there were no significant differences during T4.
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To complete the picture we find that at T1 the NHS child

does better in grouping with NHS teachers as compared with the NHS

child in the HS teachers' classes. At T2 the NHS child does significantly

better with the NHS teacher in the area of time sequence. At T3 the

NHS child does better with the BS teacher in grouping and with the

NHS teacher in time sequence. There were not any significant differences

found at the T4.

Two possibilities suggested by this bit of refinement area

the NES teacher may be rating her children higher then the HS teacher

or there is some special kind of interaction going on between the NHS

teachers and the children that may be offering the children some extra

impetus to increase the level of achievement.

It should be recalled that there were many more significant

differences in the Tl, T2, and T3 ratings when we were just comparing

the HS and NHS youngsters than the number of significant differences

referred to in the disucssion about the teacher variable.

We took it one further step comparing the attainment of like

children, i.e., HS children with other HS children, within the NHS

teacher groups and the HS teacher groups. We found that there was only

one significant difference in all four time periods, differentiating

the MS and the NHS children who have HS teachers. Only at T2 do the

HS children do better in the area of time duration. To contrast this

we found that the HS child did significantly better than the NHS child

in the NHS teacher classrooms to the following extent: T1 in color;

form-space, ordering and time sequence; T2 in color and time sequence;

T
3

in color, grouping, ordering, time sequences and time duration;

and T4 in form space.
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III. Relationship between sex variable and concept attainment.

Using the same chi square analysis, we found that there were

nodifferencesatT1; the males were significantly higher than the

females in grouping at Ti; the males were significantly higher than the

females in time duration at T3; and at T4 the females were significantly

higher than the males in color, form space, and grouping, while the

males were significantly higher than the females in time sequence.

These results are based on combined samples disregarding the US /NESS variable.

The thoughts that these particular results raise at this

point are twofold. Firstly, there is the consideration thatrstructurall4

boys may tend to be more effective in visual discrimination in the use

of forms. This is somewhat substantiated by the studies suggesting

that boys are better in mathematics and also the possibility has support

in Herman Witkins' work comparing male and female on whether visual or

body sensation cuing is used in perception, with the males tending to

use the visual cuing to get things upright and seeming to be more

effective in visual perception tasks.

The other suggestion from this data would support the opinion

that the girls learn to handle the performance demand within the class-

room more effectively than the boys. In part, our measure/ of concept

attainment is likely reflecting adaptation to classroom demands.

At this point, we have a bit more information about the sex

variable relevant to HS /NHS variable. WO find at both T2 and T4 (the

observer ratings) that the AS aisle do significantly better than the

US boys in the area of color. However, in the Ti and Ti ratings (the



teacher ratings) that there are no significant differences including

the areas of color. With the NHS children we find that girls do

significantly better than boys at T1 in the form-space area. There

were no other significant.differences shown when the NHS children were

compared considering the sex variable.

It is very hard to say as far as this finer break into the

NHS and HS groups whether these differences were artificts or may

have some particular meaning. We are quite interested in examining

the whale male-female factors more carefully. We have not considered,

for exnmple, whether there may be an age factor that may be affecting

these differences. Another question around age has to do with seeing

whetter it is the older or the younger child who is contributing more

to the differences in all areas of our work.

IV. A) Exaministion of Concept Attainment of the total sample
(BS & NHS) through the four periods of measurement.

At this time, we are continuing our close examination of the

extensive oample to determine how these concepts unfold in the kinder-

garten experience. The data for the intensive group of 50 is being

coded to help us get a clearer idea of how the children reveal the

steps in achieving the various concepts. As this data will be further

examined, we will'compare the a priori levels that were established

at the beginning of the study with the empirical data on the intensive

children.

The next six charts (Charts I - VI) represent the steps

taken by the extensive semi& as indicated through our four ratings.
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Bach of the points on the chart represent the median level of the

entire group. it must be emphasized again that these ratings

represent two ratings made by the teachers who were interviewed by

the observer* and two of the ratings were made independently by the

observers lased on just what they saw. It would be useful to the

reader to Again examine Tables /41' which show in addition to the

median levtl for each of the concept areas the node as well as the

iliaof the children who achieved the lama or better at the

.
different points in time.

Chart I represents the development of the color concept

and lamed..ately raises question about our a priori levels as well

as the whale precess of accurately coding observed data. At this

tide, we ars not sure whether the two initial median levels which are

higher than the third and fourdirspresent incorrect sequence, the

unreliability in applying our instruments measuring color concept, or

as a group more children were involved with color activity and thus

there wes more opportunity to get such information. There were some

clarifications during the year regarding the application of the

instruments in our work.with the observers themselves and in their

(the obsetveris) `lriterviews with the teachers. Such a peculiarity also

occurred An the time sequence variable. Certainly, we must examine

this problem in a future exploration. The empirical data from the

extensive sample will be most helpful in this regard.

Whatever was operating to result in a level 6 as the first

rating and 7 level as the second rating and then levels 5 for both

the third and fourth rating, we feel that the information that both
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CHART I

Level of attainment of color concept as reflected

by median score of combined samples (HS and NHS) 0

9

8

7

6

5
Level of
Attainment 4

5.

2

1

0

Rating Periods Ti T2
T3 T4

-17-



the observers and teachers had of the children by the time January

and February rolled around was probably a more accurate indication

of how the child was functioning in a school setting. Therefore, we

have a tentative representative level of functioning of this group

of children at the 5 level which according to our manual indicates

that the child can handle a variety of colors in his work. This would

wean that the child does not necessarily choose the appropriate color

but would use different colors to represent different portions of

his drawing.

One point that should be made here is relevant to the application

of this information if it is accurate. There usually is a considerable

emphasis in the classroom to choose the appropriate color for the color

of a given object. For example, if it is Halloween time, then the

repetitious use of orange for the pumpkin is reams frequent. If the

children are mainly interested in usizg color to 4111tneate different

portions of the drawing rather than thinking of appropriate usage, we

may be interfering with the process of expression and the excitement

ant.vsvdQt-vkx. eLt +he r

of being productive. beeeeefingAour kindergartners ties Head Stasi claws,

we should examine the use of color. Is free choice more desirable

than emphasis on the appropriate color in drawings or paintings?

Chart II is a representation of the form -space concept usage.

Here we see that the children are functioning at the median level 4 for

the first three ratings and at level 5 for the rating that was made

after about six months of kindergarten. Level 4 represents the rather

free use of all the space available either by drawing or by using

blocks or whatever situation the child may be in. Here the child will

use mainly stick figures and it is rather difficult to differentiate
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CHART II

Level of attainment of form-space concept as reflected

by median score of combined samples (HS and NHS).
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amongst his figures. Level 5 which appears to be the median level of

the group at T4 represents more of a delimitation of space where at

times the child will frame is his work and there is an indication of

proportionality in the fora-space concept. This result may demonstrate

the child's tendency to separate himself freebie emiiron*amt. He has

a clearer view of himself as a separate entity.

Chart III presents the area of grouping, and we see here that

the group moves rather quickly from level 4, the initial rating, and

remains at level S for the next three ratings. Level 4 is the intentional

pairing of wards and the related objects, e.g., the child's name and

his coat, to the point where he can make logical groupings considering

the context of the situation. In this conceptual event, the child

recognises the background and selects the appropriate objects or comments

that would fit into the background, e.g., the drawing of a car and

placing the wheels at the bottom. It might be restated here that it

is in the grouping area that the HS do significantly better than the

NHS at T4. The HS children apparently have a more frequently understood

grouping based on the contrast or difference lehereas the median level

of NHS is lower.

The next area As that of ordering, Here we see that the

median level kaoves from a beginning at level 3 to a plateau at level

4 at T3, Ti, and T4. In other words, the median shows that they were

able to rank order on the basis of a self styled dimension at the

beginning of kindergarten. In actual behavior, they `were able to

arrange blocks from smaller to larger or to make drawings of varying

size and be able to demonstrate the understanding of the increase of

size in their work. They moved from this particular point to the level
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CHART III

Level of attainment of grouping concept as reflected

by median score of combined samples (1w and NHS).
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where they could recognise numbers as representative of an increase

in quantity, up to five. In other words, if you.would ask the child

to give you kat crayons, they were able to accomplish this task.

We again may see the relevance of considering the level of this funct-

iontog in the teaching experience. What should be done to increase

the personal understanding and progress within the classroom? Should

there be en emphasis on ceuntinglor as mey be suggested here and is

stooping, more focus on the sense of grouping just a few objects.

The actual counting may just be an adult demand rather than an enabler

of learning at this point in the child's education. .

Time sequence is presented in Chart V. Again we have higher

level median scares of the first two observations than we have at the

third and fourth. However, the sides were tonsistantly it level 2:

At this point, I would assume that the median level'ofthe group is

best represented by level 3. This:suggesto that' `thee is able to

tell a seqiential story giving the sequence of events in their' appropriate

tine order. Thee stories or deicriptiensCoUld been established

sterythat the child has become particilarly interested io, or a

deidription of 'some happening in his life whichlii014es a tine sequence.

The time duration (Chait VI) indicetegl'ihat:the'childien have

mai the barest awareness of the ecpassige of 'time be `suggested

by/level 1; e.g., the moving arOui'd suUeitiii diiconfort when the

Child feels he will not cimpletellis work ontime.''

We are anxious to c sure these results beied On &it a priiri

livels with the empirical data of the ioteinsive group. More information

about the unfolding process will 'be disCUssed in the'next.progress note.
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CHART IV

Level of attainment of ordering oonoept as refleoted
by median score of oombined samples (H8 and NM).
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CHART V

Level of attainment of time sequence concept as refloated
by median score of combined samples (I18 and N88).
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CHART VI

Level of attainment of time duration concept as reflected
by median eooz'e of combined samples (M and NHS)
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IV. B) Intercorselational examination of relatiooihip amongst the

six concept areas.

The level of Pearson product moment correlations ia Charts

VII end VIII indicate definite relatedness of all measurements to ooa

another at better than the .01 level of significance. The relatiomabips

on Chart VII are certainly of low enomgh level that we can assume we

are measuring different, at least in part, functions.

Generally, there was an increase in the degree of relationship

at T3
as shown int:ban VIII. Considering that the correlations still

remain minty within the .5 to .7 range,we can still acsept the usefulness

of each scale at a measure of different aspects of behavior.

Time diktation shams the least association with the other

variables save time esquence. The progress of the sample in most areas

except for time .duration is reflected in the lowered relations between

this variable and the non-tics Variables.

The higher relatienthips amoogst the ordering, grouping', and

One sequence variables were anticipated. lay the color and grouping

show the highest relationships at both points in. time nay only be

happenstance. We will keep an eye on this as we have the other

matrices completed.
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Chart VII

Intercorrelational Matrix For Ratings On Combined Extensive Sample at T

C FS 0 0 TS TD

FS

0 .52

.

.59
.

0 .61 .58

TS .39 a44 .4b .51

Tv .25 :40 .40

Notes Correlations of .19 or larger are considered significant at less than

the .01 level with samples of 175 to 200. 4

Moms Lindquist, Ea.., A First Course in Statistics New lark: Naughton,

Mifflin, co., 1942,
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Chart VIII

Intercorrelational Matrix For Eating' On Combined Extensive Sample at T
3

C }S 0 0 TS TD

3 ......

1.3 056 .3..

C.63 0u6 ....

o .10 .55 .0 ,

TS .55 .52 .(8 05 .......0.

TI) .31 .37 .28 .27 .44 ..........

kJ

Notes Correlations of .19 or larger are considered significant at less than

the .01 level with samiges of 175 to 200o

Oroms Lindquist, W. A kirst Course in StatistiOs, New York: Naughton,

Xifflin, Co., 1942, Table 21, p. 195)



V. Some Selected Case Studies

In developing this project we felt that it would be important

to get at a closer examination of the smaller group of children (the

intensive sample of SO) to follow their concept achievement and some

eleMents of interaction within the classroom. The follovin case studies

represent air initial effort in: 1) trying to become more acquainted with

the interaction between ceignitive development and interpersonal

adaptation, and 2) to possibly gain some leads regarding the styling of

the pregrammAng and staffing of child development centers. We have tried

to choose somewhat representative children as subjects for these case

studies It was felt that the four children here presented offered a

good contrast of the patterns of development within this first six

months of kindergarten according to our rating scales. Likewise, their

levels of social development have varied to a significant extent. The

foUt children presented were selected by one observer (ars. Sterioff)

because of the obvious behavior contrasts between the HS and NHS

children. .A sample of four is not significant. However, the children are

somewhat representative of the children within their particular economic

local, The four comp from two kindergarten classes within the same

school district. The two HS children, Robin and Anita, are in one

classroom. The two NHS children, Antoinette and Cindy, are in the other.

Another factor which further strengthens the contrasting elements is the

fact that these two classrooms have been labelled "pure" classes in our

study for the purposes of follow-up. This simply means that the classes

are composed entirely of ES and NHS children respectively. The four

children had previously been .zeiscted as part of the intensive sample by
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the random selection process explained in the first report. It is

fortunate that the particular sample here is of the same sax.for it

offers another control in asking comparisons among the children. It

does not provide an opportunity, however, to look at male performance

within the same classroom. As our data suggest the girls on the whole

do significantly better (are rated higher) by the T4 rating period and

it would be valuable to make this type of sex comparison. Likewise

these sketches do not give a picture of the MS children in a N teacher

classroom or vice versa. These types of case presentation will be added

to later reports.



hobin Head Start
birthdate: 11-13-60

hobin, age six, is a tiny, bright-eyed child with an impish smile 'which she

wears most of the time. Her clothes though clean are generally faded and

unironed. Her collars stick up haphazardly and her buttons are often undone

or her belt untied. She appears oleaa and scrubbed, however. Robin's

bodily movements are quiok and bouncy and she appears unable to sit or stand

still for an extended period. Throughout the morning and regardless of the

activity hobin can be seen tapping her feet, wiggling her tongue or waving

her hands in the airo She rarely walks to a destination preferring to

run or skip

One of the most notable characteristics of Kobin's behavior

early in the year is her eagerness and enthusiasm for the activities within

the classroom. She frequently volunteers conversation during Showald Tell

and answers questions which the teacher directs to her with little hesitation

(if not always correctly). She listens and watches attentively the

teacher's instructions for art activities or other assignments and is

frequently one of the first in line to get paper or other project materials°

Her enthusiasm is apparent as she tells others about what she bas just

made. During rhythms she waves her hand vigorously to be recognised for a

turn and hops up quickly to take her place. The teacher in early October

gave her small responsibilities such as putting the crayons on the tables

or giving out paper for drawing *high she readily performed (although not

always correctly).

This enthusiasm may in part be related to Robin's familiarity

with the surrounding materials and environment of the classroom. Robin

attended Head Start in this same classroom to which she now adapts so



readikyo The benefits derived from a familiarity with the physical

environment of the kindergarten certainly must play some role in reducing

the crisis associated with the first few weeks of kindergarten. (Several

of the teachers conducting the observed classes commented that among Head

Start children they witnessed fewer of the behavioral regressions common

during this period). One can only surmise that if these adjustment

behaviors interfere or take up energy that could be devoted to learning,

any preventive measure such as Head Start, would have a positive effect.

It is this general familiarity with the surroundings that seems to allow

Itobin freedom from the beginning of the school year to go beyond simple

investigatory behavior of the materials to use them as tools for creating

and expressing simple ideas. )or example, she spent little time fingering

her crayons or exploring their use by scribbling but rather used them

appropriately to draw a picture of a little girl. The behavior was

recorded as follows in a free play period in October:

hobin runs up to the T and ask. if she can

draw. She goes to get paper and crayons
spontaneously and goes to a table° She first

draws a rim around her paper with three blue

eides and one green. She now makes a blue circle

in the middle of the paper. She makes a tri-

angular shaped body. On the top of the triangle

she draws horizontal and vertical lines. The
horizontal lines are blue and the vertical lines

are black. This looks like a blouse or shirt.

She now retraces these lines. She makes two blue

eyes. She fills one in and leaves the other. She

adds eyebrows, a round nose and a circular mouth

which she fills in. These are all blue. She now

adds two short arms. She now adds blue hair on

top of the head with short uneven strokes. She now
adds part of the arms below the elbow and puts
four fingers on one hands

The picture is not full of elaborate details or ideas nor is it pro-

portionally accurate. robin, however, uses a variety of colors (although



they are not appropriate) and the figure contains all the essential parts

of the body including eyebrows, fingers, and clothing (a plaid shirt).

She later tells this story about the picture, "This is my sister. Her name

is manna." Another example of the constructive use of materials within

the classroom centers around block construction,
Early in the year she

made small square structures which she called "houses" (as opposed to a

random placing of the blocks with no intention or idea).

In addition to using the materials to represent simple ideas

she frequently verbalises about her behavior as she engages in it. These

verbalisations appear to be a natural extension of the same concrete ideas

she is expressing with the materials as tools (as in the picture of her

sister). Verbalisation appears to be a type of 'tool' for reapuring and

categorising events, objects, etc. around her. Her comments may or my not

involve other children. Typical examples of this verbal categorisation

behaliior involving other children include the following: (1) One little

toy asked, Mat are you caking?" Robin responded, "I'm making a tree and

leavoi". (2) Another child asked Robin, "hat do you want to mike?" as

they took the blocks off the shelf. Robin responded "a house" and pro-

ceeded to make her conception of one, These responses illustrate clearly

that Robin is aware of specific objects within her environment and seeks

intentionally to represent them. Often, her comments are in direct response

to the objects themselves and do not involve other children. )or example,

as she played with the clock in the doll corner on day she said, "there's

the pldg? Him do you turn it on?" These questions were not asked with

expectation of a reply because at that moment no one else was near. Rather

kobin appeared to be using the verbal skills at her demand to compare the



clock with others she had previously encountered. She really seems to be

saying "I have seen other clocks (or clock) that are plugged into the wall.

This looks like a clock and therefore must be plugged in too."

hobin frequently has opportunity for more verbal verification

within the more structured activities such as conversation periods directed

by the teacher. Here the teacher becomes the questioner and may ask for

example, "point to something

These questions are not just

another opportunity for pa

green" or "what number am I pointing tot; etc.

a checking devise for the teacher but provide

rticipating and interested children to further

teat simple categorisations such as color and numbers, etc. In another

respect the teacher ha

method of asking que

attendance and reco

s become a model for Robin as she imitates the teacher's

time. or example, the teacher regularly takes

rds those absent. She uses this time wisely to ask the

children about numbers such as, "how many boys are absent today?" Robin

soon began to anticipate the teacher and one looked around the group and

commuted "There are three boys absent today" before the teacher had asked

the emotion. In this case Robin was wrong in her answer but eagerness to

attempt an answer provided an opportunity for further clarification by the

teacher of the number concepts.

MD One other method which hobin uses to derive meaning and under-

standing of events and objects is 'pretend' pl y. This involves more than

imitative behavior as is frequently seen in the doll corner. Rather hobin

uses one object (such as play) to represent another. bor example, as hobin

rolled out the clay she said "I'm making food. I% making pancakes. Ills

making a sandwich". Here she used one material to represent another presently

absent material (food).



Robin from early in the semester has made these simple

categorisations of events, objects and behaviors as they happen on the

basis of details which are significant to her. As pointed out, a familiarity

with the materials and objects within the classroom seem an aid in stimulating

this behavior. Another factor of importance is the familiarity with

classroom procedures and routines as set down by the teacher (meeting the

demands of the teacher). Robin has no difficulty meeting the teacher's

instructional requirements revolving around procedure. Examples are

plentiful: (1) the teacher has asked the children to draw their pictures

first in chalk and then crayon over it. She kas also asked them to make

borders around the pictures.(2) There is a prescribed routine for milk

dispose11u clean-up. (3) There are suggested courtesies for being called

onto speak Or recite. Robin carries out each of these activities with

little difficulty and remembers to complete the task before going on to

something else. She seems quite concerned that the procedures be correctly

followed and her concern increases as the semester goes on. Be December

Robin appears to be spending more time carrying out the procedures associated

with various activities and the enthusiasm shown earlier in the semester

appears somewhate lessened. This lag is particularly notable in art

periods. Robin begins to have difficulty translating the teacher's requests

or examples on to her own paper. She carries out the preliminaries

enthusiastically (which many children now have by passed for alternative

approaches of their own devise) but often poorly executes the main

assignment (such as, make a lion or an elephant on your paper). Robin

appears to have greater difficulty with those art assignments which the

teacher illustrated two-dimensionally on the blackboard than those which were



illustrated three-dimensionally or those which she creates on her own.

)or example, at Christmas time they made a reindeer out of scraps of paper.

The teacher illustrated by making one for the children first and Robin was

able to see and touch it. She performed this task quite well in spite of

the tact that her triangle was a bit out of proportion. Sigel in his

article "Categorization Behavior in Lower and ,Diddle Class Preschool

Children" points out the differencee between these two groups in dealing

with representation of familiar objects. lie shows that the lower class

child does not derive the same meaning from an object presented in black

and white or in color pictures as he does from the object itself. In

other words:, the lower class child derives more meaning from the object

itself as Robin seems to do than from any representation of it (two

dimensional color or black and white representation of that object). }obin

does not seem to be able to translate the meaning from the blackboard

representation onto her paper. She can interpret the paper as a representa-

tion of that the teacher requested if you ask her but copying the teacher's

illustration is quite difficult for her. Her typical pattern of behavior

is a laborious carrying out of the preliminary procedures followed by

several impulsive attempts to make Ghe sugoistel drawing, which usually

ends in failure, followed by a refocusing on the procedures (going over

the border she had made at the beginning). She frequently begins drawing

a familiar design of triangles and squares on her paper, raking it over

and over. Robin, however, has continued to be persistent in her efforts

which often leads to partial success (especially later in the semester)

which the teacher then helps her complete°

Another illustration of the confusion centering around pictures and

representational words becomes obvious when Robin plays the picture matching



lotto game. The teacher has given clear instructions for the leader to

say "2ho has the picture that goes with ...t (and offer a clear description

of the picture as "with the an who is fishing in the river"). then Rain

is given a turn her verbalizations are shortened and focus usually on a

single aspect of the picture such as, "kilo got man fishing". It appears

that she has little understanding of words such as "picture", "that goes with

or matches, or "in the river". As a result she matches pictures on the

basis of a single element and frequently becomes confused as the matching

requirements become more complex and subtle.

As this type of behavior became more apparent Robin's behavior

in more academic subjects such as learning of numbers and alphabet also

began to slow down. Although she is still well ahead of many children the

pace has continued at a slower rate than earlier in the year. In conjunction

with this we see hobin engaged in more imitative doll play activity; more

aggressive behavior during rhythms and showing greater distractibility during

more structured liming periods. Much of her enthusiasm seemed now to be

redirected to social interactions and relations with her peers.

Robin's relationships with her peers has been cordial from the

beginning. She will often atop her work and ask ;mother child "what are you

making?" or "what's that?". On one occasion early in the year one child

asked Robin! "How do you make a broom?" Iobin immediately responded "like

a stick" and she picked up a crayon and drew a long line for the child.

She makes frequent comments to the other children such as "everyday I sit

by you" or "three people are sitting at our table today". She shows early

in the year this awareness of her social environment and the people

immediately around her. Intially also she is able to engage in cooperative



games with only the slightest confusion and on several occasions took charge

of the lotto game.

This cooperation and social awareness of other children increases

throughout the months of November and Lecember and the verbal interactions

increase. Conversations though brief reveal Robin's continued and increasing

awareness of those around her. In Lecember we see for example, that she

reminds other children that they must share their crayons because there are

not enough boxes at the table. Most of her block and doll corn ©r games

involve two or three of her immediate friends in role playing situations

such as "I am mother, you are father", etc. Many times the children engage

in more academic Lames such as counting the button e snowmen or counting

the form board pieces or naming their colors. She enjoys seeing the other

children participate in activities and frequently comments to them as she

watches them. She has become increasingly aware that various children

within the group perform poorly while.othera do well and more easily gain

vua arriroval of the teacher. by December when 6013 begins to_have difficulty

performing the art assignments she frequently will ask one of thesp more

adept children to draw her picture for her. They always comply.

by January there are clear groupings o2 children within the

classroom and hobin seems to be on the periphery of the group with the

highest performing ability and those given highest approval by the teacher.

This group is made up of about six girls and Robin will often choose one

of these girls for partners or sit next to them during lark periods (although

they leas frequently choose her). Likewise, she is usually selected as one

of this group to perform special tasks for the teacher (except for art

projects).

Robin's relationship with the teacher has been warm and friendly



Cindy Non Head Start
Birtbiates

Cindy is a My* non-verbal child whose usual school attire is

dirty, unironed dresses which appear about two sizes too large. She

gives the general impression of a child suspicious and distrustful of the

new school environment with a resulting unwillingness and reluctance to

participate or become involved in classroom activities, She wears a

rather quissical* doubtful look on her face most of the time especially in

her infrequent interactions with teacher and peers* and early in the semester

she rarely smiled or showed any emotion. )ram the begineng of the year

Cindy appeared tense and uncomfortable during the class periods. This

frequently resulted in attempts to remain obscure and anonymous. For ex-

ample* she frequently sat quietly at the outer back edge of the group circle,

or moved passively en muse with a group of children so that it was difficult

for the teacher (and observer) to see exactly there she leas or what she was

doing. Her entrance into the classroom followed a similar pattern. She

seemed to 'sneak in the door and slide closely and inconspioously along the

well until she reached the cloak room (as if hiding from someone). Her

shoulders were most often in a tightened unnatural position and she displayed

many nervous mannerisms* especially related to verbal participation* These

behaviors include sucking her fingers or clothing* picking her nose or

fingers, pulling her soaks* playing with items of clothing (such as 'wisting

on her collars* adjusting her belts* etc.) in most stressful situations.

This type of behavior increases immediately before (if she anticipates being

called on) or after the teacher has called on her to recite (especially if



she misses) or if she became distracted or bored with the ismediate aotivity.

During them times there is a deliberate withdrawal on Cindy's part (her

eyes take on a glassy appearance or she closes the" completely and she, resorts

to one of the mentioned behaviors), It can be speculated that if Cindy

had had ft Head Start experienoe much of the initial distrust ;14,,,..1 suspicion

of the new classroom environment might have been broken down and the enormous

energy she devotes to coping with her fears and suspicions might have been

redirected into more constructive learning experienoes.

In the classroom activities in which Cindy does participate she

does to with an air of reservation and reluctance which prevents her from

entering into them wholheartedly (as contrasted with Robin's early

ens for the classroom activities) . This is particularly evident

due in; rhythms. Although Cindy has quickly mastered the various steps

(skip Ange runnings jigs, etc.) she has displayed little of the excitement

custlaarily connected with them (i.e. clapping as other children participate,

tapping one's feet, smiling and laughing *Ile engaging in the activity).

TypiJ ally Cindy does the rhythm correctly but gases fixedly at the floor

with an expressionless stare on her face. This reserved involvement extends

to ois.;her activities also. She often blandly recites the words to songs or

verses in unison or carries out a specific: instruction from the teacher

(such as giving out papers) slowly and mechanically. Unfortunately,. Cindy's

plural approach to these more teacher-directed activities has undergone

lilt's change during the entire observation period. Although she steadily

loreases in mastery of the materials and tasks within the kindergarten

obi still falls to convey a sense of pride in accomplishment or anything

thtt could be interpreted as enthuaslasm.



It is not until February that she displays even the slightest

eagerness in an assignment. The specific instance is notable. At this

tam the teacher is having them make valentine men. Cindy approaches this

activity with a mailing, eager face (as she responds to the out valentines

on the table). She works on the task (pasting valentines on the body to

make arms and legs, eta) and *ken it is completed takes it to the teacher

for approval. On her aim initiative she points out to the teacher several

items which she has left out and eagerly accepts the teacher's suggestions

that she make a almond one. This sequence reveals several new behaviors

*doh are Just beginning to appear. She now smiles while engaging in an

activity and on several oocasions appears to be talking to herself (or

talking things over with herself); she approaches the teacher for approval

less hesitantly; she offers oonstruotive'oritialia bt hei own Work ail

finaily,* she to be a biiitatnied

Prior to kebrusii and only intreitintiitieilliter were beha ors' search' ila

thesis 3r>4 iidencio

Another notable aspect C.11"C bithit*
if.0

In hest; at the obsitiratiaiis sPontelisous

(and even answers to direct questions from the teacher) are completely

absent. There are probably many reasons for Cindy's unwillingness to talk.

She has a slight speech difficulty which is apparent when she does speak

and about which she appears selfoonsolouse Her words are completely

detectable, however, and in an environment where practice was encouraged

the difficulty might be easily be corrected. One other reason may be redo

lated to her high level of anxiousness related to classroom participation.

An example occurs in February when she was asked to select five children

to do a rhythm with her. On the first trial she had only selected four'



The teacher immediately corrected her (not harshly) and made her count mein.

Now she appeared so anxious that she missed again. By the third attempt she

could barely get the words out and tears swelled in her eyes.

Another possibility may relate to her infrequent contacts early

in the semester with her peers. At the beginning of the year Cindy like

Antoinettir spends a good deal of time watching other Children in various

behaviors but made notaffort to communicate with them (again cutting damn On

language practice). Unlike Antoinette, however, the children soon begin to

make friendly overtures to Cindy. At first they exclude her from games .(410

pass the ball or partner games) or tease her by taking. objects away from

her but they soon begin allowing for this 'silent' member of their grim.

by November she joins in group play with Other children (although silently)

and soon selects several friends With whom the it regularly within the

group. 'y DeCeMber the interactions are frequent and while occurring pre-

dominantly during free play periods often center around objects or materials

of mutual interest (pussies, crayons, etc). by bebruari Cindy has eitibliiihed

herself among her peers and has several special girl friends (she *Oft

no concern for the boys) who become almost constant companions through out

the morning., She now is seen frequently looking around the gro4p before

deciding where to pit, or taking hands with moral Children before sitting

down. Likewise, the girls often save her a seat or verbally remind others

not to forget Cindy. As Cindy's confidence and position With her peers

has improved Cindy has become the initiator of negative 48 well as positive

bihavior.. She engages more frequently in teasing behavior such as throwing

paper on children's beads, hitting and running away and untying other

Children's belts. Howevers.thechildrmfor.the most part ignore thii-



i. .

behavior. She has begun by this time to use the children as sources for

checking and verifying peroepions and other information through brit

conversations* such as "I have green" or "Is that big or little?" Her

relationships and conversations never go beyoadthis* however.

Unfortunately* Qindy's relationship with her teacher has not

protressed in such a positive manner. Much of Cindy's reluctance and

nervousness about
olaesroompartioipation are now fooused (ay January and

February) increasingly upon the teacher. She has not learned to use the

teacher as a source of information by engaging her in conversation nor does

she look to her formalise of her performanoes. Cindy has continued to

mechanical4 carry out the teacher's directions and has missed completely

the excitement of a warm interactional relationship. In this aspect alone

the worthithUmnass of a aloes association with an interested adult offered

during the Lead Start program would have been of immense value.

In spite of the obvious impediments Cindy's total performsnoe has

gradually progressed and a stifled but quiet enthusiasm has appeared in her

approach to class activities. It was apparent from the beginning that

although Cif** was suspicious of her surrounding she caught on quickly U.

maw of tbe4gmmnds placed upon her (in contrast to Antoinette who did not

understand at maA). kor example* she quickly irasped the teacher's

instructions In croup games and other activities. On one occasion in

October the tealher gave directions for the "Squirrel in the Tree" game.

Cindy was one of the few to Let the idea to move quickly to the closest

tree to keep tem being caught (other children ran randomly around the

airo2J without looking intentionally for an opeding). Since this teacher

ohm* to introduce new activities each month (for example* pussies were not

drought out until December) it was possible to see how quickly she mastered

each one. In the case of pussies within a tour week period she had gone



through the preliminary manipulatory and trial and error phases to °caplet*

proficiency in all of the puzzles. As her profiolenoy increased her

enthusiasm (although subtly expressed) became more apparent. For e:aueple.

she would often run to the puzzle holder so as to get a particular waste;

she would often race with the other children to finish first and an one

occasion exclaimed. "I beat you, I beat you, I did". Her mastery in other

areas has also been evident. She has learned by rote to count and to

recognise letters of the alphabet and as might be expected rarely makes a

mistake. Cindy by March is confident enough of her knowledge of the alphabet

to volunteer answers on several occasions (again quite mechanically).

Cindy's mat) or free play activity and the one in *Joh she is

most relaxed has been looking at books. In the early months she would

frequently entertain herself by leafing through the books* locking for two

pictures that were alike, or humming to herself as she turned the pages. On

one occasion she looked at the cover of a book that showed a bunny and then

found the pages in the book exactly like it. This type of activity sealed

to rinse Cindy and she spent ace time looking from one to another. Cindy

has continued her enthusiasm for books and spends some portion of time

looking at them during each observation period. She also mastered the motor

activities connected with bouncing the balls and on her own initiative

experimented using one or two hands when the teacher introduced this. This

latter activity became one of Gincky is favorites and as late as March she

would bounce the balls a few times before choosing another play activity.

At the beginning of the semester Cindy's art wait quickly progresses

from unrelated lines and scribbles to clear representation of human figures.

kor examples-, contrast the drawing mado in October with that made of a farmer

in late November.



(October drawing) Clock( takes a sheet of paper fres
a pile and goes to a table and opens her crayons. She
takes a red crayon and drams a circle in the middle of
the paper. She now makes several short lines at the
bottom of the sheet also in red. She now takes an
orange crayon and scribbles an the edge of the paper.
She now takes a brain crayon and makes a long line on
one side of the paper (as if starting a border) . She
spends same time considering what color to use next as
she looks back and forth from box to picture several
times. finally she takes orange again. She now takes
the red crayon and fills in the circle in round Gips
oasis movements. She now makes a red straight line
across the page.

(November drawing) She first makes a green circle in
the center of the page. She now adds a triangular-
&Lisped body viiich she outlines with orange. She makes
two yellow eyes, a green nose, a blue mouth and red
stick arms and lege. She now fills in the body
carefully in yellow staying within the lines. She adds
a blue frame around her picture.

Although Cindy does not as yet use appropriate colors for her drawings the

figure itself is clearly presented and all the essential boii]y features

are present° This drawing can easily be compared to Anita's farmer

'reach displayed greater drawing skill as well as a more ocaplex idea.

Cindy has not arrived at the point of illustrating complez ideas or stories

in her drawing. and yet the progress in these early months is evident. It

is interesting that Cindy often listens carefully to other chili ren Is con-

versations about their drawings and usually goes back to udd details to

her own on the basis of their conversations. k or example, in the above

case .ehe heard two children discussing the need for eyebrows in their pictures,

so Cindy immediately looked at her picture and added them in the appropriate

place. Technically, also, Cindy has made quick advances. She aux.:, frog a

stage of scribbling, with short and uneven strokes to care

with long even and directed strokes. She began tc. .., the

crayons available to her and considered each of the 1 ia; , Through,



out the middle months of the semester and even as late as March there are

few additional improvements in Cindy's art work. She imitates the, examples

and ideas for pictures given by the teacher minimally and her figures remain

much the same as they were in November. She never seeks to illustrate ideas

of her own creation on paper.

Cindy progresses in the first three months in each of the activities

mentioned and she masters the materials at hand. however, her primary

mechanism of discovery and correlating to the school environment has been

through objects such as books, ball, etc. As she looks at books, for maple,

we see her asking spontaneous grouping (matching) behaviors through visual

perception of similarities. As the pemester progresses Cindy begins to

relics more and more on these familiar objects and materials and shows little

will to explore new aspects of these materials or any others in the surroundings.

This great hesitation to try something new and reliance on the familiar

as a copying device prevents much adventure orithrill of discovery. that

Gindy lacks is an inner curiosity or will to explore the new aspects of

her surroundings. If the teacher instructs her to make a farmer she does so

acourfately and is content to stop there. She does not see the teacher as

a conveyor of suggestions which can be ellaborated upon or discarded but

rather as an authority whose dictates must automatically and mechanically be

followed. Most of Cindy's energy is devoted to rigid performance of the

teacher's instructions. This leaves little time for spontaneity or

enthusiasm in her behavior. At the same time she makes little or no use

of verbal exchanges with her peers or other adults to en hnace her experiences°

In summary, she has remained largely object- oriented throughout the school

observation period and until her speech problem and fears centering around

adult-child interaction can be overcome the range of her experience will

grow increasingly narrow.



Anata - Head Start
Birthdates 11-20-60

Anita is a lead Start child within a classroom made up primarily of HS

children. Whereas Robin probably represents a move typical picture of the

HS child Anita would lie well above the average on a continuum. We sight

therefore consider her an "ideal" example of what can and should be

happening during this sixth year of growth. Anita is a bright-eyed,

friendly child who is always cleanly dressed and has her hair neatly

braided. Her clothes are ironed and fresh looking and although abs does

not wear a great variety of clothes they appear never and better kept

than many of the other children in the roam. She frequently wears new

clothing to school which she eagerly tells about. Anita's neat physical

appearance almost immediately distinguishes her from many of the others

In the classroom. One also becomes aware of her because she is a frew

quent participant in class discussions, often helping other children who

do not know the answers. At these times she speaks out clearly with 501

assurance and a lack of emharasoment frequently absent in the other

children. Also, from the earliest point in the year it was Anita who

Was selected for such tasks as assisting the teacher to the bulletin

board displays, or taking attendance to the office. She was bee of the

children selected to represent the kindergarten in the school play at

Christmas. She was sent to discuss her eEperiences in the Head Start

program with representatives of the local board of education. When one

observer greeted her one day with "Hello, how are you?" Anita responded

confidently, "Just fine. And how are you?"

Anita's performance was well ahead of pony of the children

within the classroom from the beginning of the school year. She was quite

at hose within the classroom setting and spent little time merely adjusting



to the physical location or the many objects within the setting. In

October she displayed the ability to verbalise about the it around her

("this is a tuttte, "there are rocks") and almost immediately went beyond

mere naming to constructive use of the materials to express more ellaborate

ideas. Whereas many of the children use the materials in the simplest

manner Anita used them to express ideas which are much more complex (this

is especially brought out in her drawings). It should also be pointed

out that Anita's use of the materials themselves is also more refined than

most children. A description of Anita's behavior at the *sole provides an

insight into her performance level: (November)

She takes the red brush and fills in a ata circle
she has made. he uses slow short and careful
,strokes. She stays in t lines. SM107111;74
to shoo away a fly that lands on her picture. She
goes back to fillips in with red. She now seats
herself La a chair and lodge carefully at her
picture. Shblowser....on to r
Another litt e gin comes over and says, re's
the little girl, where's her eyes?" Anita, says
"I made them". Sbe now takes green and makes two
little eyes, a nose and a mouth. She puts on
eyebrows. She now takes a yellow paint and makes a
neck on the head. She now makes a square body and
adds a triangular skirt. She calls out "Hi, Diane"
to a friend who is passing byb She takes dark
blue and fills in the body of the outline she has
drawn. She stops, puts her brushes down and looks
closely at her picture again. She now takes blaok
and makes two parallel lines for arms. She then
takes white and fills in between the parallel
black lines making sure the two do not run to-
gether. She adds two legs. She says, "Hi, Deborah"
to another child. She now makes a blue square
form hanging from one am (it looks like a purse).
After 11.11%ginall the...um on her drawing she
takes her picture to the shelf to dry.

This shows Anita's greater skills with her materials (paints) than

Antoinette for example. Anita's understanding of the use of color is

also =TO refined. In November for example Anita looked at something



grey and called it light blue; she looked at a little girl's dress and

called it beige. When the teacher inquired "what is beige?", Anita

responded "like something faded". What is occurring than is that as the

tools are used (crayon, chalk, pussies, pictures, etc) the t: fuller

potentialities of these tools are being investigated and take on

additional musings.

Wbareas many of the children use their materials in simple

investigatory behavior Anita uses them to express ideas which are more

complex. The drawinof the pig is as example. On this occasion the

teacher bad been discussing the farm. However, on this day she had no

mentioned any of the animals by memo but merely read two a story about

the pliff, Ruck and asked this to draw any of the feria animas she had

read about. Anita after some discussion with soother child decided to

sake a pig (as did the other child). The incident illustrated several

points:

The children are seated at the table and one

little boy says. "noising remake s man".

Anita soya "you don't see no sian:Am the Fussy

Duckling". Mita pow proceeds with her pig.

She mikes a circle for the bead and colors it

in brain with wed features. The body is in

good proportion and gives the idea of being

fat. She mskes four legs and a flat nose in

frost. The whole drawing is in profile. She

adds a, base line and makes several flowers of

orange and yellow with green stems. One boy

seys, "a pig is suppose to be yellow". "Can

it be purple?" Anita assists, "Mo", "They can

be brown or This is brawn`' (as she points

to her drewtmg).

Anita by December consistently begins to choose realistic colors for bar

drawing. The proportionality of her drawings has been stladily improving

and the use of profile suggests an advancement in technical skill from the

mare elementary front face drawings.



Anita'. pictures because they are among the 'best in the rocs

a*, frequently displayed lind praised by the teacher. This reinforcement

of behavior occurs infrequently for may of the omits children and.way be

factor in the pester output of work on Anita's part. Somewhay.releted

to the higher quality of Anita's work is also *Increase in output.

Daring almost every observation period Anita could be seen in sane art

project. (not to the exclusion of other activities, however) The

teacher frequently WOO her special projcts like asking iiiikanimale

for puppets, amain I pelleemen Lot the bulletin beard projeit, saki% a

pig, a reindeer, a witchr, and a limo for a circus parade dieiley.

The ideas thatAnite.expresses in her droving's illartratss that

she approaches a prebled with more contemplation and carefuk.OLeuntmg and

that her ideas are nose complex and categorical then molt children at this

stage. On one occasion tn. early October the timber was disiussing signs of

fall with the children. lbe teacher mentioned the color of 'fill leaves,

What happens to the'vern and apples, etc. The insteuctionS iiiren were

simply to dray a fall pictUte. Anita's picture consisted of * man with a

tide brimmed hat, a horie.Ond some Wive gitAlks. (ether doting Winded

tlle key and background). Vhen the teacher:n*6d Anita to e*iiiin her

picture she gave the toll/40g story: "Han end horse is helping him. He

Lisa farmer. The farmer!S'nme is Warneebraw0P. Anita apparently related

an incident which was meapi0Oful to her (either fees direct experience or

a story) to the discUssion.4 fell which the teacher had presented. This

is certainly sequentially beyond a simple presentation of a single idea;

or the Imitation of the teeeber's drawing. Anita is relating two ideas

or given by the teacher and one drawn feedbag own Past experience. Early

in the semester these types of connections are beginning' to appear in Asita's



drawing and verbal responses. Many of Anita's verbalisations reveal a

simple linking of related events in a manner similar to that in hes pictures.

A stimulus in the lansdiatakanvirooment calls up a oars of iscident Shish

she sees as related. $z plea of such conmectioas are fewest became

Anita participates regularly is class discessioass

(1) Dories =boyar ad Tell she tells this stows "I vas playlag

with up cousin and le mese owning is a circle. And I fell

dam and WI, 401 off".

(2) A child his brought is a rubber Indies (Wag a mar dance)

for Show and Ten. The teaches asks what the leftist is

dolma. itattul '113""i
olge. ihe stops and thinks for

a mianta and this says, "helm Toa" daAcive.

(3) In December the Sambas is discuss-tog the difference

between mittens mad gloves. She asks those childsea who

have brought mittens to go get dam As the cbildrea

are waiting, for their Mare Anita looks armed the rows

sad says tabir ALLingani....shas" (as she points to a

large MOMS* with aittens).

Anitals ideas and verbalisations for the moot part are related

directly to the demands of the situation in which she finds himself, i.e.

art assignmes ts. Yet abs is able to relate the present situation to some

previous experience. She seams able to set up a simple goal or idea

(determined by the immediate situation) and keep this in mind long iamb to

relate it to a past experience.

Throughout the year sous 4f the'connectione which she makes are

incorrect but because of her willingness to participate and attempt answers

(much like Robin's eagerness early in the semester, and something absent to



a peat extent in the NIS sample) the teacher has an opportunity to

correct her misinterpatations). POI example, mom occasion Anita

tanked at a picture of a sea with a football and said "this is a men

playing baseball". The teacher took the opportunity to explain the difference

between the twosomes to her and the rest of the class. On another

Wand= one child was discussing hieGersmaShopherd puppy. Anita

responded, "I have a friend who has a Gomm Shepherd poodle. Be is real

curly". The teacher again stepped in to clarify the situation. Although

Anita was obviously quite confused about the idols thing she sealed to be

trying tomb, a distinction Usher own mind.

Throughout the fall and winter there is a steady increase in

the behaviors point out thus far. There are, however, sevecal refinements

wearing by the month of January and steadily increasing thereafter.

Anita now begins to notice more often incongruities in relationships which

are illogical for sores reason or other. For example, on one occasion she

noticed that her scissors had been placed in a crayon box holder. She

laughed and said "who put my scissors in here". On another occasion she

was playing with paper dolls and took the baby shoes belong on one of the

dolls. the realised that they were too small for her and said to the

other child as she held up the shoes to her feet "I can't get my biby

shoes on". The child laughed. Anita then ran to the teacher and said the

same thipa, The teacher also laughed and Anita tried the joke on several

more children until they were all laughing. Another quality which comes'

out mace obviously as the year goes on is Anita s development of problems

solving like behavior. On one occasion the teacher had asked the class to

cut out colored shapes. They were to cut out a triangle, circle, rectangle



and square and paste them on a piece of paper. One child pointed out that

Anita had forgotten to paste on a square. She says "I'm trying to figure

it out. I'll do it" and she does. She has steadily increased in her

attempts to figure things out for herself without supervision. Along with

this durini recitation times especially in February and March there has

been an increase in attempts to correct her out mistakes. Many children

wait for the teacher to give them an answer or correction or do not seas

to cave. for example, on one occasion she misidentified letter ]t for letter

1. Before the teacher could offer a correction Anita said, "MO that is

woos. / mean S."

Imikawise we should mention that in the more format/ training of

the second half of the year Anita has done quite well is learning the

alphabet, memorising the words to somas, and the other feria kindergarten

curriculum. She continues to
particpatisdllingly and follicle* the classroom

routines with no difficulty.

What. are Utters relationships with the other children? Again

the range of Anita's activities varies. Although **caste:1.14 she en aged

in More familiar and isolated activities, such as isitatilire Play alone in

the doll corner, more complicated interaction* began occim4f4eimmediately.

She began in October wane within a circle of girl friends and one little

boy who seemed to function at about her same level. She quickly became

an arbitrator in the classroom problems, and displayed a sense of fairness

in her judgments. For example, on one occlusion both children wanted the

same jar of paint. Anita stated firmly, :?Deborah can use it first, and

then you can use it". The decision seemed. to appease everyone. She will

often correct other children's mistakes and they will remind her if she

is wrong. For example, one little boy looked at his picture and said,



"Vs finished ". Anita prespgy reminded his that be had not tilled is all

the white spots and poistea this out. lie west back and finished his work.

Very early is the year Anita bran the caster of a seclews if girls. She

varies consistently betimes these girls as to who is her favorite bet they

all seer to like hex. She seer iron the earliest point, bowever,;%to have

one or two which she sits next to, or lends thine to, etc. (the child

varies twos weak to week). lb* is Bette awe= of the performs** is west

activities soda as art, rhythms* etc. of these girls and frogusetly checks

her own work against theirs. It is this group that bogies early is the

year to seek the tesekees approval in most of their activities and to

take the lead is conplyieg with the teachers* desends. Sy Smeary the

children begin, to look 1.1111% Mita as the oar to go to for help. She is

slways asked by sone child to Ow: help if they do not know the answer

to a question (the teacher has encouraged asking another,cleild foe help in

these iseseacee). They invite bey to join their vases read books* play

ball or whatever activity they say be engsgiog in. She is the first one

selected for partners in a game or to sit next to in a row. Ow brief

incident describes her general popularity:

Pierre cones over to the book corner where Anita
is sitting. lie sakes another little girl get up
so he can sit next to her. They look at a book
together for several seconds. Anites attOntiew
is than directed to the center of the soon and
she sonenterity gets up and goes out to see what

is happening. Pierre cones up and, ekes her
hand and leads her beck toosit down again. She

does so and they continue looking at the book.

As the master goes on reach rove tins is spent in arranging such details

as who can sit next to her She is frequently overheard telling oars child

to wove so that another can sit next to her. The children always do

exactly as she directs in these seating situations.



Anita's rielationahip with ell teacher has been increasingly

positive. The teacher looks upon Anita so a star pupil and Anita closely

identifies with the teacher in much of her behavior. The teacher gradusily

increases the responsibilities she gives to Anita and has often worked with

her in special sessions on alphabet learning long before the rest of the

class was ready.

Anita's behavior is illustrative of a high-performing, easily

adaptable child. From the beginning of the schoollyear she was expreeeing

complex catigorisetion behavior both in her drawings and verbally. These

categorisation attempts although frequently incorrect show Mites

persistence in attempting to nderstand and cope with her world of objects

and events. Her methods of accomplishiqg time have become more refined

(self-criticism, recognition of incongruities) but the basic process

continues within the framework and routines of the classroom. She is

not stifled in her attempts to represent ideas or relate objects by lack

of understanding of the tescigm's aesignments. Rather she is able to

carry out the tasks and elleborate on them with methods of her own

creation. She gains the approval of the teacher by steady improvement in

the work she produces and can often vary the routines set up by:the teacher

to attempt creative procedures of her own choosing. This allows her a

freedom of expression which is not open to Robin who must maintain teacher

approval by staying within the framework of the defined procedures.



Antoinette . Non Head Start
birthdate: l-19-00

Antoinette is a thin, smallboned child, who may best be described as lanky.

She walks with a one -aided gait always extending one foot without appropriate

change of movement in her upper torso. Her hair is closely shaven with

small curls which frau a distance gives an appearance of baldness. Presently

She mars blue rimmed glasses which are frequently left at home. Her

school attire is usually one of three or four wrinkled, faded too short

dresses with long knee socks which in no way match the dresses: buttons

are fraquentlyPmdssing or mismatched, and Shoes are scuffed, gray Fran dirt

and often untied. One of the most notable charlateristics in Antoinette's phy-

sical appearance is the infrequency with mhich she smiles. (It was March

before she responded with a smile of recognition at the observer) . Her usual

!Soda expression is a rather mask-like stare which remains the same regard-

less of the activity. In general and this will be brought out more clearly

as the report goes along, Antoinette is a non-verbal child which makes it

particularly difficult to oh Nerve accurately her reactions to persons and objects

within this classroom situation. One can do no more than assume a difference

between her mask.like staring where few act:ve processes may 1)6 going on and

the more active looking and listening behaviOr which may be going on within.

This creates a particular problem since a major part of Antoinette es time dur-

ing the fall and winter months has been spent in looking at, listening to

and imiating the behavior of.:4Dther chilUren. Also during this early period

Antoinette seems to be carrying on a very basic investigation of her Bur

roundingst, It is nbt uncommon for her to interrupt her activities to run over

to look ab the air conditioner, or the piano or the toys on the shelf. tithin

a matter of ten minutes on one occasion I saw her run several times to the air

conditioner, look in, put her oar up to it and run back to resume her lc.

tivityo



Throughout the observations curing' the fall and early winter month*

Hwatching" domiaates A's behavior regardless of the activity. Wens free play

she often interrupts her on activity to watch another little girl braid a doll's

hair, call out the name of crayons in their boxes, count the numbers in the

linoleum in the center of the floor, read books, work puzzles or build with

blocks, It is notable that at this time A makes no attempt to engage in the

activities which she is observing° Antoinette is especially watchful of other

children during th© milk period cioth before and after reeiving her own milko

(Upon inquiring I discovered that the teacher will often give a second milk

to the children finishing first. I have never seen Antoinette attempting to

hurry to be the first one done, however).

In addition to this watching behaviOr Antionette spends considerable time

listening to and imitating those around her. For exampb, if the teacher is

having the children name colors A would consistently repeat the name only after

the other children in the group have said i60 The fact that she says the word

implies that she has been listening to the conversation (perhaps without

understanding:; however) and then imitates the other children in what is saido

Antionette seems to beVarding against hein4, wrong in her answer, and cone

quently is incorrect only when the rest of the class is. It is also doubtful

that Antionette has any real understanding of same of the conversations taking

place and prefers anonymity to stupidity. Another example of Antoinette's

13 id behavior occurs dUring rhythms° She consistently will begin to hop

or skiplafter the other children have begun. She will look not just at one

child but moves her head quickly around the circle to get the conebnsus

of the group as to the correct rhythriv4 Again, if they are wrong; she is

wrong and in the early months of the years She showed little or no awareness

of being wrong, unless it was pointed out by the teacher° After Antoinette had



es

I

begun a rhythm she 4pically wears this mask-like expression mentioned above

and frequently continues her skipping, or hopping long after the music and the

rest of the group have stopped,

An example of the rather primitive level of Antoinette's classroom behavior

occurs in early November when she is allowed to go to the eagle for the first

time, The exact sequence occurs as follows:

The teacher tells A to get an apron and she does so.

She now goes to the easle and immediately takes a

brush with which she makes a small red circle and a big one.

She now scribbles on the paper with red. She now

stops and watches as other children draw with crayons.

She plays with the blue paint brush but does not paint

with it. After a long period she makes a blue circle

on the paper and more scribbles. She puts her finger

in the blue paint. She looks again at the other chil-

dren drawing at the tables with crayons. She now

stops and watches the teacher correct a little boy

cleaning brushes at the sink. She now makes a heavy

runny blue circle around the outside of the picture.

The blue soon drips off the page onto the oasis. She

now makes one blue circle inside the other circle. She

makes more scriebles in blue. She now stops and asic$

the teacher if she can go to the bathroom. She returns

and watches the man cleaning windows. She now looks

over at a container on the sink which has paints She

has been told not to use. She stirs her brush in the blue

paint again and now looks around the easle to see the paint-

ing on the other side.

Antoinette's performance at the easle consists primarily of scribbles and un-

related lines. She spends her time investigating the paints themselves rather

than using them to represent any particular ideas. It appears that this is her

first encounter with paints. Her investigating of the paints is continually

interrupted by the need to check on other events going on stmultaneoubly within

the room (many of which are also new to her).

During these early months of the school year Antoinette's most spontann

eous and frequent behavior occurred in the doll corner, Here in October we



find her mixing food in a pan on the stove, putting dishes on the table,

and eating and drinking the food she has prepared. At clean-up time she has

no trouble and seems to enjoy tucking in the dolls, clearing the table, and

placing the dishes in their appropriate cupboards. It is during these clean-

up times that Antoinettels behavior is most adaptive to the kindergarten

program and in which she displays her only independent behavior. She has

quickly picked up the routines of clean-up whether it be in the doll corner

or at milk time. If she forgets something or see something undone she rill

frequently remove herself from the new activity to go correct it (for example,

if a chair is not pushed under a table).

Antoinette for the most part is getting her cues for performance from the

other children and yet her relationship with them also seems to follow a

pattern of watching and investigating. Most of the interalltions are non-verbal

and center around objects rather then the people themselves. Let us go back

to the doll corner to illustrate the point. A typical encounter is the

gollowing:

Antoinette looks into the cupboard and another
child immediately pushes her away. As she gets up
to look again the child tells her to sit down.
Antoinette now grabs the pot she ranted away trom tYie
little girl and places it on the table in front of her.

Another child now says to Antoinette that the pot does
not belong to her and helps the first little girl pull

it away from her. Antoinette makes no verbal response
during this whole episode and retires from the debate

to another part of the doll corner.

Antoinette has not yet arrived at a point of personal cooperative interaction

with the other children. In this case, she thinks merely of what she wants to

play with (the pot) and makes no attempt to negotiate for it on a personal

level. Lather she sees her peers simply as physical obstacles (objects) which

presently block her goal. Wien she does not succeed in this most direct



method she gives up and withdraws to new attractions.

By November Antionette's verbal contact with the other children are still

minimal except for an occasional statement to a nearby child. These statements

indicate a first attempt on Antoinette's part to engage in behaviors centered

around another person. for example, she was over heard asking one little girl

if she wanted to see someth\ng and then showed her a book which she Lad been

looking; at. Uost of these interactions are not of a directly personal nature,

however, and are centered primarily an object (such as the book) of mutual in

terest. At about the same time, however, several children in the class began

taking a rather solicitious attitude toward, Antionette. They often come over

and tie, her shoes, or open her milk carton or even draw her pictures for her.

Antionotte, however, shows very little reaction to any particular children and

continues to seat herself alone during milk time (although others may join her

later) and in the group she never seeks out any particular chum to sit next

to. Other children have become increasingly abasive to Antionette. For example

on one occasion A left the table momentarily,to go to the bathroom* then she

returned another child had taken her chair and they would not permit her back

at the table* On two occasions children took her free play drawings and scrib.

bled freely on them. On each of these occasions A just quietly waited and with-

drew from the situation to a new activity. In December when one child had

taken her paper and was making red maras on it Antoinette verbalized her first

protestations (saying "stop that") but they I: raved weak and ineffective, Decem

ber follows much the same pattern with regard to social interaction except that

there begins to be increasing (but not frequent) exchanges of a practical nature

including request to borrow crayons, books, etc.



Antoinettels relationship mith the teacher may be surmised is also thinimal

at hest. Again we see a great deal of watching and investigating beavior.

She will often stop her activity to watch the T as she moves around the room

talking with various children. This is expecially true son the teacher is

discipling another Child. A is infrequently called upon to answer questions

which may be due to the fact that she infrequently volunteers or if called upon

may reamift completely silent. ben the teacher asks questions of the whole

group A follows the lead of the children around her and responds in anison.

The only observable contacts are those in which A follows the dAregtlione.ofthe

teacher and A responds with the appropriate behavior (i.e. "get an apron for

paint"). Since Antionette is always in the right place in enough time I have

seen her disciplined by the teacher. It is not until early December that

she goes to the teacher seeking approval for a4y of her work, and then does so

infrequently.

By the month of December there are elm indications of change in Ate

behavior. Although the looking, matching and imitating behavior persists

persists A now begins to place herself in the role of active participant and

investigator more frequently. The looking behavior is now often followed by

actuAl participation in the activity itself. On one occasion early in the month

is had spent several minutes watching other children drawing on the blackboard.

Before long A approached the board, INIkedi, at the chalk and made several explor=

atory scribbles of her own. In same eases the participation in the activity

may not follow the "watching" of the be lavior in time but may be separated by

several activity periods. It was interesting to see.A observing several child

ren as they looked and talked about a particular book. At the time A did not

rush over to join them. However, almost an hour later when the children were

given some time to play A went immediately to the bookshelf, took the same book

and leafed through the pages (although the book itself was upside down and



the pages turned backwards), Not only has Antoinette become a more active

partacipant nonverbally she now begins making her first contributions to the

discussion periods conducted by tie teacher. On the first occasion when I

Observed this the teacher had been discussing Christmas trees. She had suggested

to the children that perhaps they should like to draw one or something else

appropriate for the season. Spontaneously, Antoinette seemed to mike an

important connection and she commented, "Lfy may has put up her Christmas

tree ". It seem appropriate that this first comment should relate to a happening

at school with some recent and important happening in her home. Having

talked about Christmas trees Antoinette followed, through on the idea and

attempted to make one during the art period that followed. This was the

first indication of a transfer of meaning from one activity to the next re-

volving misound a very concrete object (a Christmas tree). The picture of the

tree which, Antoinette made likewise was an improvement over the scribbles and

intersecting lines which she previously had been making. Although the pro-

portion was poor Antoinette managed to produce some clear cut angles to form

the branches of her tree. She also used an appropriate color (green) and

added a few additional colors (red and yellow) tb make circular ornamanto,

By January after the vacation period Antoinette increasingly exhibits

behaviors which were just appearing in December. She now actively investigates

more of the games and objects in the room although she still does not engage

in any verbalizations about the objects themselves. Although she still spends

some time in the doll area she now prefers other objects such as the peg boards

or puzzles. On one occasion upon entering the room she made a quick in-

spection of every Shelf on the two vans before deciding which object to

concentrate on for the free play period. This behavior waspintentionall and

she finally chose the peg board and occupied, herself with it. (and successfully



6.4

completed it). As shellegins inspecting the books, working the puzzles and

looking at the bulletin boardn she Pegine occasionally to verbalize about ape-

cific objects and occurrences. She makes concrete and isolated statements about

objects such as, "I have two red" when she finds two pieces of red crayon An

her box. She frequently may attempt to count certain objects such as crayons

although she has not learned to match the number with a particular quantity.

Almost as a continuation of the uehavior that began with the Christmas

twee in December by January and February there has been a gradual but real

movement in Antoinette's drawings. She now makes clearly distinguished circles

and lines and uses a variety of shapes and forms in her own designs. She still

needs a good deal of supervision, however in art assignments made by the teacher

and obviously has little understanding in most instances of what the teacher

wants. On one occasion, for example, the teacher had them drawing mittens.

The teacher had simply told them about the differences between the two and had

not illustrated (not that an illustration would have helped, i.e. see Lobin's

art behavior) so Antoinette merely relied on copying another child who was al.

so wrong. They both traced around the fingers of one making glove-like draw.

Jive. Naturally, Antoinette did not get the even more complicated ide of mak-

ing pairs so she ended up with one glove rather than two mittens. The lesson

had no meaning for her.

By February and March, Antoinette seems to be comfortable within the

classroom setting. She is familiar with the routines, can anticipate the

demands of the teacher as far as procedural sequences, and shows some mild

enthusiasm for some activities (although her level of performance is still

low). For example, she enjoys that portion of the morning devoted to rhythm

activities but still cannot do simple skipping. By late February she volunteered

(for the first time) to show a plastic wrist watch which she had brought: to



school. Still her only comment was, HI brought a wrist watch to show" and

the teacher did not take the opportunity to ellaborate on the subject. She

now raises her hand during more academic sessions to identify lettere for the

teacher and appears to know the lirst Xew letters correctly. Antoinette fre-

quently counts the members of the class for the teacher but in late January

was still confusing three and four and probably does not have a clear under-

standing of quantity as represented by these items.

During this same period Antoluettele relationships with her peers has again

taken a step forward. There are no frequent verbal interactions of a more

personal nature including efforts on her part to aid and assist other children,

in tying their bows or shoe laces. Still infrequent but occasional group dis-

cussions about specific objects do occur in which Antoinette is a contributing

member. One example mound when several children eat at a table on which there

was some rlLy money. Each child, including Antoinette felt the money and looked

closely at it and then commented. One said "it's real", etc. and Antoinette

said "no, it's not real" and this was the Leneral concensus. This tjpe of

group stimulation and contribution so evident in Anita's efforts at categoriza.7.

tion behavior are just beginning to appear in Antoinettele repetoire. Uith

regard to the teacher, Antoinette continues to use the mechanise of avoidance

for the most part. She follows the procedural routines closely and attempts

to reoln obscure by being in the right place at the right time and being as

quiet as possible., Unfartungteirshe succeeds and therefore cannot use the

teacher as a sounding board in categorisation begavior as does Anita.

In summary, it can be seen that Antoinette is far behind the other

children in all areas of development. A Oajor portion of the first semester



was spent in acquainting herself' with the environment. Her art activities,'

puzzle skills* rhythm skills, eta. have been slow to develop consequently. Now

that Antoinette has become more comfortable within the classroom situation there

has been a steady improvement in her skills, greater and more constructive

social interaction with peers, and an appearance of occasional enthusiasm

for various activities.


